THE PRAYER
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Slowly, with expression \( \text{\( j = 72 \)} \)

\[
\begin{align*}
&| \quad \text{Bb}(9) \\
&\quad \text{Fsus} \\
&\quad \text{F} \\
&\quad \text{Dm} \\
&\quad \text{D} \\
&\quad \text{Bbm} \\
&\quad \text{Fsus} \\
&\quad \text{F} \\
&\quad \text{Female:} \\
&\quad \text{mp} \\
&\quad \text{1. I pray you'll be our} \\
&\quad \text{rit. e dim.} \\
&\quad \text{mp} \\
&\quad \text{Verse 1:} \\
&\quad \text{Bb} \\
&\quad \text{Gsus} \\
&\quad \text{C} \\
&\quad \text{F} \\
&\quad \text{eyes,} \\
&\quad \text{and watch us where we go.}
\end{align*}
\]

The Prayer . 8 . 1
and help us to be wise
in times when we don't

Let this be our
poco rit.

Chorus:
prayer,
when we lose our
way.

Lead us to a place,
guide us with your grace
to a place where we'll be safe.

Male:

I pray we'll find your light, and hold it in our hearts when stars go out each night.

Verse 2:

I
C7sus
C7
F

nel cuore resterà.
Chorus: a tempo
Gm

Let this be our prayer,
when shadows fill our
ghiera
quant' a fede c'è.

A7
Dm Bb
Dm Am

day.

guide us with your grace.

Lead us to a place,
Give us faith so we’ll be safe.

Bridge:

Mondo senza più violenza.

Ognuno dia la mano al suo vicino simbolo di...
Pace, di trattenita.
La forza che ci
Verse 3:
Fsus F Fsus r Bb
We ask that life be kind, and watch us from above.
Ognuno trovi s more
A\(\flat\)/B\(\flat\)\n
an\ -\ ot\h-\ er\ soul\ to\ love.

Let this be our

\(\text{Chorus:}\)

Cm\n
Cm7/F\n
F7\n
F7/E\(\flat\)\n
D7sus\n
prayer,\n
let this be\ our\ prayer,\n
just like ev\ -\ ry

prayer,\n
just like ev\ -\ ry child,

D7\n
Gm\n
E\(\flat\)\n
Gm\n
Dm\n
child,\n
need to find a place,\n
guide us with your grace.

need to find a place,\n
guide us with your grace.
Give us faith so we'll be safe.

Freely
E\(\text{III}\)
E\(\text{m}\)

E la fe de che hai accesso in noi. Sen to che ci salv e

E la fe de che hai accesso in noi. Sen to che ci sal ve

G\(\text{+}\)
A\(\text{+}\)

B\(\text{b}\)
B\(\text{b/A}\)